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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
Dby Teets » 04 Feb 2012, 05:48 

66 Rose wrote: 
‘And FSis right, this may be a regular. 

Define what is “regular” by pvce standards. The ones | view as regulars are ones with colored names, high post counts, and Pretty much anyone in the mixed feetings thread. A person who just made that thread wouldve had to discovered 
that post just recently. If it was a regular say me for example, wouldn't that post have been leaked alot sooner? 

Posts: 10619 
Joined: 26 Feb 2009, 02:00 

Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
by wood » 04 Feb 2012, 06:04 

66 SurfShackTito wrote: 

66 Rose wrote: 
‘And FS is right, this may be a regular. 

Define what is “regular” by pycc standards. The ones | view as regulars are ones with colored names, high post counts, and Pretty much anyone in the mixed feelings thread. A person who just made that thread wouldve had to discovered that 
post just recently. Ifit was a regular say me for example, wouldn't that post have been leaked alot sooner? 

Not necessarily. Maybe they just decided to go back and snag something. 

Point is, we don't know. We never know really, 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago SN mote 
Don't give Russian shit, He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders, NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 7 {fauore) 
by inos » 04 Feb 2012, 06:26 

66 Rose wrote: 
Without an IP from Dagon all we can do is make guesses, and even then they could have used a proxy or something so we 
be a witch hunt. That said, I'm all for banning lurkers. Greymonchu has been lurking recently and very rarely does anything 

ight not see it. And FS is right, this may be a regular. My point is, lke Sully said, without any evidence this just going to 

‘Yeah | checked the IP and it was a proxy. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit V {fovore) 
Dby Teets » 04 Fab 2012, 06135 

“welp were boned. 

Posts: 10519 

Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
Dby wood * 04 Fab 2032, 06:37 

Well, the only thing we can do is ban the lurkers. 

TIDE: Maybe we can try fishing them out. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Dor't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
by woodghost » 04 Feb 2012, 07:29 

OK Go - Here It Goes Again 



seriously, what the fuck is it going to take to stop this bullshit? 
| thought the people here valued the community, | thought we got rid of those who didn't 

also if it had been a lurker, wouldn't they have leaked some much more valuable information? 
why .. this story? | don't get it. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
by wood » 04 Feb 2012, 07:39 

66 TerryOsaka wrote: 
also if it had been a lurker, wouldn't they have leaked some much more valuable information? 
why .. this story? | don't get it. 

‘Maybe someone is bitter from a pre-December falling out? 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > s@ 9 

Re: giant faggot leaking shit v 

Dby Teets » 04 Feb 2012, 07:41 

66 TerryOsaka wrote: 
also if it had been a lurker, wouldn't they haye leaked some much more valuable information? 
why «. this story? | don't get it. 

{‘auore) 

There were people that we looked over cause thy said they would contribute. We gave them the chance and still they do nothing cause they use their excuse “Im busy with real life issues”. Also it's funny when Chris is active on the 
bookface of all times for this to happen. 

Why this you say? Cause why not? The title speaks for itself. Its far more easier just go into a new thread that should be riddled with embarrassing shit like what Hy said. 

66 tuckinstupid wrote: 

66 TerryOsaka wrote: 
alco if it had been a lurker, wouldn't they haye leaked some much more valuable information? 
why .. this story? | don't get it. 

‘Maybe someone is bitter from a pre-December falling out? 

HJ had no stance in the Dec, fallout. So im not sure why they would do that to her. | would believe this if it were something Like Cogs or any active troll's post. 

Re: giant faggot leaking shit v 
Dby Stevesteve » 04 Fab 2012, 08:05 

So, uh, probly unrelated to this most recent event, but back around the time of the last big drama | heard tell that someone in the Trolling Train forum was leaking things to people who were angry about the trolling train forum, 

‘Maybe not related, & maybe they don't even have access here anymore, but | felt it was worth mentioning. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit Vv 
Dby Teets » 04 Feb 2012, 08:32 

66 stevesteve wrote: 
So, uh, probly unrelated to this most recent event, but back around the time of the last big drama | heard tell that someone in the Trolling Train forum was leaking things to people who were angry about the trolling train forum. 

‘Maybe not related, & maybe they don't even have access here anymore, but I felt it was worth mentioning. 

‘auore } 

{‘quore) 

depends where you heard it. Cogs just kicked Harry out for just suspicion/had no use. Just kick out people >100 post. I don't care who bitches. Though it would probably be safter to ban those with less than 50 post cause right now Im 
suspicious of Scatman. 

Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
by woodghost » 04 Fab 2012, 08:59 

66 surfshackTito wrote: 
HJ had no stance in the Dec. fallout. So im not sure why they would do that to her. I would believe this if it were something Like Cogs or any active trolls post. 

HJ has nothing to do with this, wasn't the post leaked made my Peachy? 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit ‘{favore: 
Dby Bigdan » 04 Feb 2012, 09:40 

66 TerryOsaka wrote: 

66 SurtshackTito wrote: 
HU had no stance in the Dec. fallout. So fm not sure why they would do that to her. I would believe this i it were something Like Cogs or any active trolls post. 

HJ has nothing to do with this, wasn't the post leaked made my Peachy? 

‘Yes. Tito probably just misspoke, though. 

[1:30:38 AM] (Channel) walkingstickman: canine: how far 
can you reach to your dick 
[1:31:11 AM] (Channel) walkingstickman: I have a huge 
boner te hear canine sur his own de 

(66 Lucas, Successful Critic wrote: 
Drunk BigDan is the best thing ever 

Bigdan 
66 1c wrote: Honer Roll 
17:12 < teub> when will you be able to mary dog? 
17:13 < cova2> taub: around the same time Ron Paul wins office HONOR @MBROLL 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 7 {favore: 
Dby Polly » 04 Fab 2012, 10:46 
I wake up and | find that this happens. 

I hate people. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit Y {fauore 
Dby Teets » 04 Feb 2012, 11:56 

66 BigDan wrote: 

66 TerryOsaka wrote: 

66 SurfshackTito wrote: 
HJ had no stance in the Dec. fallout. So fm not sure why they would do that to her. | would believe this if it were something Like Cogs or any active trolls post. 

HJ has nothing to do with this, wasn't the post leaked made my Peachy? 

‘Yes. Tito probably just misspoke, though. 

Well there is egg on my face, | wasn't exactly looking forward to reading that post again to varify that. But stil, Peachy had nothing to do with the drama regardless. But stl, if they were anyone from the Drama incidents, they wouldve 
used cogs or someone's embarrassing tale. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 7 (favors 
by Billie » 04 Feb 2012, 12:31 

66 SurfShackTito wrote: 

66 SteveSteve wrote: 
I'm suspicious of Scatman, 

This is what | meant by not a regular; this person's name means nothing to me, or would make me go, "oh they/re never here 

{im fine with banning everyone like this. And if JULAY isn't banned already theyre about to be. They never use it and then bitched when we said we were going to deactivate people, but hasn't done shit to make up for inactivity. 

Edit: Banned. Im in no way saying this was them, just | thought of this user and how they begged not to be deactivated. Nah mate, just nah. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 7 ‘auere, 
by hot jaghead » 04 Fab 2012, 12:35 
Honestly, after all of the other shitshows we've had about lurkers, Ive been totally for banning all inactive accounts without warning. Civitity has done nothing but get us spat on by these fuckers, and in the event one or more of them is 
causing problems, they should all go. 
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Dby Billie » 04 Feb 2012, 12:97 

In general; lurking is pointless. There are no chris updates to read up on here, /awc/ will know all about the trial or whatever. There's no need to lurk here. We're just a group of friends now, and if you don't want to talk to us then you 
have no place here. 

Billie 
Kimber Benton 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 
Bibby Anthony Sullivan * 04 Fab 2012, 12:55 

66 tuckinstupid wrote: 
I think its time we accepted that this might not be a Lurker. 

Yeah, it just disappoints me anybody here is a big enough faggot to like, sincerely give a shit about /awc/'s opinion and thinks theyre worth talking to. 

66 goombapolice wrote: 
Tean shit anywhere, 

| a What does that have to do with anything I don't even like clowns 

Anthony Sulliv 
My post count went up by one as you read this. 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 7 {fauore) 
by hot jughead » 04 Feb 2012, 12:57 

66 Anthony Sullivan wrote: 
Yeah, it just disappoints me anybody here is a big enough faggot to like, sincerely give a shit about /cwc/'s opinion and thinks theyre worth talking to. 

Yep, depressing, isn't it? 
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Re: giant faggot leaking shit 7 ‘fauore) 
by Teets » 04 Feb 2012, 13:38 

wall | see that scatman is back. 
edit: atleast i saw his name at the bottom, i could've sworn, 
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